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as well as the development of custom-tailored fuzzing
heuristics
• Preparation and implementation of security and robustness
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• Support with implementing fuzz testing into existing test
processes
• Integration of Fuzzino into existing test tools
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O P E N C O M M U N I C A T I O N S Y S T E M S F O K U S

• Security risk analysis as a basis for an efficient risk-based

SECURITY TESTING
WITH FUZZING

CHALLENGE
The increasing connectivity of devices as well as the growing
complexity of systems present developers and manufacturers of
secure software products with the challenge that vulnerabilities
become more and more difficult to identify. Vulnerabilities often
arise during the implementation phase. They are potential
targets of attackers and can have severe consequences.
In particular, weaknesses in already delivered products often are
exploited unnoticed for a long time. Their elimination as well
as potential claims for compensation often entail high costs and
have a negative impact on the reputation of a product or an
organization. Prominent examples include the Heartbleed bug,
which threatened the encryption of a large parts of the Internet,
and the “Bundeshack”, in which the German Foreign Ministry
was ultimately attacked via a vulnerable e-learning platform.

security testing process
Basic version of Fuzzino on GitHub:
https://github.com/fraunhoferfokus/Fuzzino/

We
connect
everything

FUZZ TESTING

Random fuzzing is the simplest way to find vulnerabilities.

also by processing invalid messages. Unlike data fuzzing, which

INTEGRATION AND CASE STUDIES

However, due to the complexity of the input space, it does not

focuses on generating invalid input data, behavioral buzzing

In the increasingly connected world, security testing has become

offer a sufficient level of efficiency to comprehensively test a

generates invalid and unexpected calls to the system under test.

Fuzzino has already been integrated into test tools by various

a building block in the development process of secure systems.

system. Smart fuzzing, on the other hand, uses models of

In this way, errors can be uncovered that cannot be found with

manufacturers. These include do.Atoms, a model-based test tool

Fuzz testing (or fuzzing ) has proven to be an effective technique

interfaces, protocols and services to generate semi-valid input

data fuzzing. For example, behavioral fuzzing has been used

from Dornier Consulting, and TTworkbench, a TTCN-3-based

to detect unknown vulnerabilities (0-day-vulnerabilities ).

data. This substantially reduces the number of test cases.

to uncover vulnerabilities in the widely used Apache web server.

test automation solution from Spirent.

With fuzz testing, the interfaces of the system under test are

Complex bugs are uncovered faster.

challenged with invalid and unexpected inputs in order to test

With behavioral fuzzing, Fraunhofer FOKUS developed a

their robustness.

complementary approach. It is based on the idea that security

Fraunhofer FOKUS successfully applied its fuzzing solutions in a

FUZZINO

mechanisms can be bypassed not only by invalid inputs, but

• eHealth through tests of HL7 / IHE PIX and PDQ
With Fuzzino, Fraunhofer FOKUS offers a library that generates

Figure: Fuzzing from analysis to test execution
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• Intelligent Transport Systems according to the ETSI G5 stack,

seamlessly without having to integrate a new tool landscape.

• an implementation of an OpenID / OAuth authentication
• a Bluetooth module in the automotive environment,

as complex data types. Fuzzino implements fuzzing heuristics of

• a banknote processing machine.

established open source fuzzing tools and also provides novel
heuristics, which have been successfully evaluated in various case
studies. In addition, Fuzzino provides extensive information on

identification
of security risks

selection of
product-specific
monitoring
methods

generation
of test cases

potential vulnerabilities. Fuzzino can be used cross-platform and
cross-tool and offers both an API as well as an XML-based data
exchange format.

optimization of
test execution

service,

strings, numbers, regular expressions and grammars, as well

the generated fuzz test data, which allows to deeply investigate
attack surface
and interface
analysis

implementations (commercial and open source ),

test data for fuzz testing. This allows to extend existing test tools
Fuzzino supports fuzzing of many different data types based on

selection and
development of
product-specific
fuzzing heuristics

variety of case studies from different domains, including:

A basic version of Fuzzino is available at GitHub.

